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Happy Thanksgiving
Hoosier Patriots wishes you

and your family a Happy
Thanksgiving! Despite what we
face every day in the struggle to
restore our Republic, Americans
have much to be thankful for.

There will be no Newswire on
November 27, due to time with
family. Newswire publication will
resume on December 4, 2017.

      Politics, not jobs
In 2012, this is what then-

president Barack Obama said
about corporate tax cuts:

“Our current corporate tax
system is outdated, unfair, and
inefficient... It provides tax
breaks for moving jobs and prof-
its overseas and hits companies
that choose to stay in America
with one of the highest tax rates
in the world…

“It is unnecessarily complicat-
ed and forces America’s small
businesses to spend countless
hours and dollars filing their tax-
es. It’s not right and it needs to
change.”

True, but why did Obama say
these things when he believed
none of them? Why did he call
for change when he had no in-
tention to cut corporate taxes?

For votes, of course; it was
2012 and he was running for re-
election. Last week, the House
voted to cut the corporate tax
from 35% to 20%. No Democrats
voted for it, but it’s just politics…
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Manipulation of the news has been
with us forever, but it’s now even more
dangerous to the survival of a free republic.
In most cases it’s what they don’t divulge,
and it’s becoming pervasive.

When three police officers were assas-
sinated in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, the
headline read: “Former Marine kills three in
Baton Rouge.”

An honest headline would reveal:
“Former Marine who followed the Nation
of Islam and allied himself with the New
Black Panther Party’s black power agenda
assassinates three Baton Rouge policemen.”

This treatment of “news” has become
common in the formerly free press. You are
told what they decide you need to know.

If you read or listen to major media, the
impression is that the entire country disap-
proves of the job President Trump is doing.
This is the objective: create an impression
by twisting public opinion; rearrange atti-
tudes to accept that Trump is unfit for office
and must be impeached.

Reports of poll results published in the
media are usually gross distortions of reali-
ty, using subjects who may not actually vote
or did not vote in the last election. Among
those who actually vote, Donald Trump is
gaining strength, to the chagrin of political
leadership of both parties, particularly party
elites in Washington.

What media pundits don’t tell you is
that the “presidential approval” polls they
conduct then disseminate through press out-
lets are frequently surveys of adults (possi-
bly illegal aliens or legal non-citizens) who
are not registered voters or even actual
voters. Media simply calls them “likely”
voters and the survey “controls” are de-
signed a certain way, for a purpose.

Polling research not only shows that
support for President Trump has not eroded
but that 6% of those who voted for Hillary
Clinton in November, 2016 would possibly
switch to Donald Trump in 2020.

The polls are designed to achieve a
purpose; not to interpret public opinion, but
to shape it, to guide it. Just revisit the pres-
idential election polling results used in the
general election of 2016. In reality, Ameri-
can voters’ thoughts and how they would
vote was worlds apart from media polling
results. The takeaway is that those polls
were designed to achieve a desired result.
That failed miserably, even though millions
of voters bought the fraud. And now the
media finds that Trump doesn’t take a pass
on fraud; he responds to “fake news.”

Donald Trump is the first president in
modern times to stand up to the media and
call them out for their dishonesty. But he
has gotten no back-up, no support from the
leaders in his own party, who simply cower
and hide in corners, deathly afraid of the
press, as Republicans have done for years.
At charges of media misreporting, the GOP
establishment-types simply remain silent.
Trump actually fights back against the me-
dia and the Republican Party leadership
despises him for it. It’s simply not accepted
behavior for a Republican.

How can a political party that only
practices defense even understand a presi-
dent who takes charge, assumes control of a
situation, commands the field and, perish
the thought, actually desires to defeat an
adversary? Most of the current Republican
Party leadership cannot even identify media
as an “adversary.” Sadly, their love for
power and maintaining the status quo tells
them it’s Donald Trump, the outsider.

Misunderstanding the adversarial me-
dia, who will manipulate “news” as long as
they and their comrades in the Democrat
Party benefit, always plagues Republicans.

Except one: Donald Trump.
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Depravity overshadows much of our
lives; profanity and perversion are every-
where. In the entertainment industry,
ground zero for cultural depredation, Holly-
wood’s sexual predators use their “casting
couch” system. Anything goes; if it feels
good, do it. The guardrails on the highways
of a moral, civil society have been removed.

Perverse cultural nonsense is becoming
more astounding by the day. So why are we
surprised when this insanity becomes a po-
litical tool to control, or possibly destroy?
Or when immorality infects Congress?

Anyone accused, justly or unjustly, of
an indiscretion can be subject to a “lynch
mob” in Washington, DC, for purely politi-
cal reasons. Character and reputations can
be demolished and the rule of law appears
to sit by, indifferent to the damage done.

The one thing nearly impossible to de-
fend against, used by the Left against their
opponents for decades, is the accusation of
sexual impropriety, by abuse or harassment.

In Alabama, Judge Roy Moore is the
target of this today. He has promised, if
elected, to work for the retirement of Mitch
McConnell as Senate Majority Leader.
Enough voters in the primary wanted that to
happen. McConnell hates conservatives,
particularly those religious, and Moore is
both. As such, he cannot be allowed to sit in
the Senate, so the Swamp is fighting back
with accusations of sexual impropriety.

How can one disprove accusations
built on supposed “inappropriate actions”
of 40 years ago? If one has no corroboration
of one’s activities or whereabouts, or wit-
nesses to disprove the allegations, the
“lynching” will be inevitable. Unless one
fights back against the spurious innuendo,
the accusations of sexual misconduct stand.

“Lynch mob politics” is the way former
House Speaker Newt Gingrich described it,
and he should know, being a former target
himself when he was in Congress.

Everyone commenting on the current
“depravity” says the assignment of guilt or
innocence should be nonpartisan. But as
long as progressives use this tactic as a
common political tool, wielding the cultural

depravity they created as a weapon, accusa-
tions of sexual impropriety will likely be
partisan... unless progressives end up on
the receiving end of the accusations.

As Senator Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY)
recently proved, however, you don’t “out”
the sleaze-bags when they support your
candidacy and fill your campaign coffers.
It’s only under public exposure that you
join the gang exposing the pervert; other-
wise your career may be damaged. The
hypocrisy is blatant, except when Hillary
Clinton stands to defend Senator Al Fran-
ken (D-MN) against accusations by his
“victims.” She’s consistent in this regard,
unless she’s campaigning for office.

Last week two congresswomen spoke
concerning harassment in Congress, by two
congressmen currently seated. One woman
was a California Democrat and the other
was a Republican from Virginia.

It appears that our perverted culture has
permeated Congress. Over 600 allegations
of “improper sexual behavior” were filed in
Congress from 2007 to 2016. Allegations
were referred to the House Ethics Commit-
tee for evaluation. Of the 613 allegations
filed during that time period, there were no
sanctions for inappropriate behavior. The
Ethics Committee appears to be where com-
plaints of inappropriate behavior go to die.

The total taxpayer tab for the process-
ing of “improper behavior” complaints,
paid through the Congressional Office of
Compliance, was $17,240,854 (over 20
years). The 264 settlements for “workplace
violations” under the Congressional Ac-
countability Act averaged $65,000 per vic-
tim. No punishment is usually dealt; most
offenders remain in office with a Post-It
note in their HR file and no public exposure.

Senator Al Franken will run for reelec-
tion and Republicans will largely be silent;
bank on it. But not where McConnell’s
nemesis Judge Roy Moore is concerned.

Do Republicans on the various
committees in Congress ever take the time to
actually review documented evidence about
what is being done to our country?

Back on June 8, 2017 Circa.com, a
Washington, DC-based research firm,
reported that an intelligence ex-contractor
planned to sue former FBI Director James
Comey, alleging that over a period of years
the FBI covered up mass civil liberties
violations committed against Americans.

John Solomon and Sara Carter of
Circa.com said their source stated that over
600 million documents, and the unmasking of
over 20 million American citizens, are
exposed on 46 hard drives. The “operator”
spent nine years working on the project,
mentioning he could “see” everything in the
FBI database and “take down every firewall.”
When he approached the FBI with his
evidence he said, “The FBI refused to
investigate.”

Again due to excellent digging by
Circa.com, it appears that the FBI probe into
Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn (U.S. Army-Ret.) was
not about Russia or counterintelligence; it’s
political. Flynn was the only one in the
intelligence agencies to stand and defend a
female agent who claimed sexual
discrimination at the hands of Deputy
Attorney General Robert McCabe during the
Obama Regime. It’s time for pay-back, and
the fact that Flynn was tied to the newly-
installed Trump administration was a plus.

As the Obama Regime weaponized and
politicized the IRS and EPA, so it did the
DHS, the NSA, the CIA, the DOJ, and the
FBI. The intelligence agencies of the U.S.
were turned into surveillance tools to attack
opponents of the Obama Regime. This
included the opposition party’s nominee for
President of the United States – surveilled
before he even won the nomination.

We now have a real “collusion” case;
involving Russia, the Obama Regime’s FBI,
DOJ, CIA and State Department, the Hillary
Clinton campaign, the Clinton Foundation,
the DNC, and participants in each of those.

If Republican Congressional Committees
cannot figure out the small stuff, how can
they process the massive corruption cases?


